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Building expands to meet enrollment increase
COURTNEY HILL
Alestle Reporter

Construction workers will
soon break ground for an expansion and renovation of the Engineering Building, as a steady
increase in enrollment over the
past several years has led to inconvenient teaching conditions.
The $9,709,709 project is
slated to begin in April with a
completion date during summer
2013.
Hasan Sevim, dean of the
School of Engineering, said the
project has been planned for a
while.
"This has been in the workings for the last two and a half
years," Sevim said. "This will
help alleviate the space problem
that we have been experiencing.
In the last three years, we have
had approximately 18 percent
growth [ in enrollment]."
The 32,000-square-foot addition will include several large Plans for the Engineering Building expansion is depicted in this computerized illustration. Construction is
I G raph ic c o urtesy of Rich Walker
lecture classrooms, com puter expected to be completed by summer 2013.
labs and faculty office spaces,
Funding for the building
leaving the existing building also provide necessary labora- as well s an enclosed bridge
wholly for experiential lab work. tory space fo r teaching, which connecting the two buildings, expansion was approved by the
Sevim said this expansion we didn't have before," Sevim making lectures and labs more SIU Executive Board Committee on Feb . 27, which allowed
will enhance the learning envi- said. "We're extremely happy convenient.
"Everything has gone pretty some of the money from Unironment exponentially for the that we have this chance of exmore than 1,200 undergraduate panding our building which is smoothly, and the faculty has versity Plant Funds to be allobeen terrific to work with in cated toward the project.
and graduate engineering stu- much needed ."
According to Assistant Vice defining their needs," Walker University P lant Funds accomdents.
"The classrooms in the cur- Chancellor for Administration said. "We were able to get every- modate for major improvements
rent building will be tran_s- Rich Walker, students and fac- one everything ,t:hat they asked throughout the campus.
Prior student fees of
formed into teaching and ulty should expect updated lec- for, and keep it within budget.
$900,000 were used to supple
research labs, and the space will turing equipment in the rooms, So far, we are on track."
0

ment the renovation of the existing Engineering Building, but
Walker reiterated that no student should expect any extra
fees to be tacked onto their upcoming billing statements.
Chris Gordon, Ch airm an of
the D epartment of Construction
and interim associate dean of
the School of Engineering, said
the building will be an effective
new element to the local economy.
"[The] SIUE School of Engineering is a great supporter
for our industry, and many of
our graauates g~ on to sen,:c in
the local industr);" Gordon said.
"We're the most comprehensive
School of Engineering in the region, so making sure that we invest in our engineering facilities
is a direct impact on the local
and regional economy."
Associate Dean of Engineering S. Cem Karacal, said
having t he building expansion
will prove to be a beacon of excellence in the School of Engineering.
"The expansion is a good
indicator of the progress of the
School of Engineering" Karacal
said. "The school has gained
quite a bit of momentum in the
last five or six years, and this
building will definitely help us
keep that momentun1."
Courtney Hii/1 can be reached at
chill@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
Follow Courtney@Chi/1824.

Renewable energy sparks student interest
over to replace foss il fuel usage."

ANDREW RICHARDS
A lestle Reporte r

Poett and the start of G2 Power
Technologies
The Renewable Energy in America
Poett started G2 Power Technolo Logistics Report group held its second
event Wednesday in the Go shen gies LLC in 2005 after he cashed out
Lounge of the M orris U niversity Cen - his 401K, of which he used $6 7,000 to
start the company.
ter.
Poett h ad worked in info rmation
The event centered on gu est lectures by D an Poett, CEO and owner technology services with comp an ies,
of G 2Power Techno logies LLC, and such as AT&T, for 25 years, and decided to emerge out of the corporate
Jeff Dale, member of Gateway Elec
tric Veh icle C lub . Student Organiza- world into sm all business ownership.
H e taught himself the effects of
tion for Sustain ability mem ber Dan
Burton, a sen ior biology m ajor from solar panels, how to install them and
Alton, created the R.E.A.L. Report as how the devices can generate electrical
a way to reach SIUE staff, faculty and power by converting solar radiation to
students about sustainable and renew- direct current electricity.
"There wasn't anybody to teach me
able technologies that pertain to the
it,"
Poett said. "There weren't any
transportation divisiou within the
schools
yet or anything, so I just kind
United States.
R.E.A.L. Report was establish ed of taught myself. I found it fascinating,
this semester as a su bcom mittee of so I kept building on it until I realized
I'm giving so much advice to people for
sos.
"There is technology out there that free, I ought to start charging for this.
is sust~inable, renewable," Burton said, Then I turned it into a business."
His company offers installations on
"and with the p roper support, we can
get this into consumers' hands to use all
REAL I pg . 2
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Gateway Electric Vehicle Club member Jeff Dale shows interested onlookers what is under the
hood of his rebuilt electric BMW. Dale bought the 19B7 BMW 3251 from a Craigslist seller in 2008.
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Partying on the track to cure cancer
MANDY NEWSOME
Atestle Reporter

A cancer party might sound
like a contradiction; however, for
many survivors and SIUE students, that is what the Relay for
Life is going to be.
Relay for Life is coming to
SIUE for the fifth time since
SIUE's chapter of Colleges
Against Cancer established the
tradition . Students, faculty and
community members will form
teams. Each will camp out on the
Ralph Korte Stadium track and
take turns walking or running
around the track. This symbolizes
that cancer never sleeps, but is
also a way to show support for
the cause. SIUE Relay for Life
publicity chairwoman Whitney
Knight, a sophomore business
administration
major from
Carmi, said she has been participating in the relay since she was
10 years old.
"It was just a lot o( fun and
was a great way to meet people,"
Knight said. "It started out as
more of a social thing. I do have

seven members of my
family
that had cancer, so it's a way of
having fun while also supporting
a great cause."
Knight said there will be entertainment around the track
throughout the night.
"We will have a DJ. Some of
the bands from SIUE's Battle of
the Bands will be performing.
There will be prizes, games and
possibly we might be having a
dodgcball game," Knight said.
There will be cancer survivors to talk to, as well, at the
relay, such as sophomore special
education major Eli Accola, of
Edwardsville.
"This is my first year doing
the relay. I really want to help
raise money for immediate assistance to families," Accola said.
Accola said doing the Relay
for Life and being a part of "I
Survived Cancer" is his way of
giving back.
"I know what it is like to be
helped and I just want to give
back," Accola said. "It is really
exciting for me. Thinking back

about where I was a year ago and
now, I know where I could be,
and I know where I am now."
Accola said "I Survived Cancer" has a Facebook page and a
Twitter @Isurvivedcancer for
anybody who is diagnosed with
cancer and interested in talking
with the group.
"A few members of 'I Survived Cancer' and I will be
there," Accola said. "We talk to
others and bring hope. We are
actually traveling along the west
coast this summer."
According to American Cancer Society, Inc. Income Development Representative Christine
Hopper, SIUE's Relay for Life
has raised $130,003 in the last
four years. This year they expect
to raise $38,000 through sponsorships and donations at the
event. The American Cancer Society donations are divided into
72 cents of each dollar received
to fund research and cancerfighting programs, while 28
cents helps support community
events like Relay for Life.
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are two SIUE faculty and staff
teams. Gleason said there are
many student teams as well.
''The School of Pharmacy has
a whole team," Gleason said.
"They have been very supportive
of me. It's funny how there are all
of these small collective communities in a bigger community."
According to Gleason, a
team docs not necessarily have to
be a large group, like the School
of Pharmacy.
"There are lots of groups of
just random friends , too," Gleason said. "It's sort of like a big
part); really; that just happens to
support a good cause."
Those interested in signing
up can fill out an application online at rclayforlife.org or at the
Kimmel Leadership Center. The
relay will take place from 6 p.m.6 a.m. April 13-14 at Korte
Stadium.
Mandy Newsome can be reached
at mnewsome@alestlelive.com or 6EJJ3527. Follow Mandy@Tlandyda
duchess.

the work on the car, including
hooking up twelve, 12-volt batproducts such as wind turbines, teries to the car. Six are placed
solar warm air collectors and in the front and six sit under the
solar panels, which generate trunk, and the total weight
electricity in buildings. Wind comes to about 500 pounds.
turbines also generate electric"It feels like you got two
ity and solar warm air collectors big guys sitting in your back
use the sun's energy to heat seat," Dale said.
homes or buildings.
He said an electric-powered
Poett said his company in- car with new Chinese lithium
stalls products in both Illinois batteries can go up to 35 miles
and Missouri and employs about at 70-75 miles an hour before
10 people.
having to have the batteries
" [ Solar installation] does charged.
not require as many people as
According to Dale, it takes
people think it does," Poett about five hours to fully charge
said. "That's the other thing . the batteries at a charging sta People think you're going to tion.
have hundreds of people workMany students stopped by
ing for you to do this, but you to see Dale's car in the quad last
would be surprised that it takes week to see how it worked.
very few people to roll out solar
Senior mechanical engineersystems."
ing major Brandon Fuller, of
Sociology graduate student Granite City, said he stopped beMelissa Andrews, of Ed- cause he wanted to see if the car
wardsville, said she and her fi- had regenerative braking.
ancc hope to use Poett's
"Every time you brake, it
expertise in the future.
reverses an electric motor to a
"I am hoping to use one of generator, and then it regenerthese [ solar panels] in our ates electricity to the batteries,
house someday," Andrews said. thereby recharging the batterPoett said in his presenta- ies," Fuller said.
tion that, in addition to solar
Dale said the convertible
energy, technology is also lean- docs not have regenerative
ing toward LED lighting, braking.
which he said makes an excelFuller was also interested
lent companion to solar energy. because he gets 12-13 mpg
He said LED light bulbs with his 1995 Ford Mustang.
use about two-thirds of the
" I drive a Mustang and I
electricity used by compact flu- get awful gas mileage," Fuller
orescent light bulbs .
said . "It is another thing that
made me want to look."
Dale and his electric BMW
Dale said people are startDale centered his presenta- ing to realize gas-powered cars
tion on his electric-powered arc not economically sustainBMW 325i convertible.
able . .
He found the 198 7 BMW
"Everybody here is starting
325i for sale in St. Louis on to realize that thev don't want
Craigs.Jist and bought it for to pay $4.50 fo; gas pretty
$1,100 in November 2008 .
quick," Dale said . "That is
Dale said he had the car's what got me into this origimotor taken out in February nally. When gas went up to
2009 and then left the vehicl~ $4.25 a gallon, my cousin Billy
in a friend's garage in Brighton was calling from California,
for about a year and a half.
talking to me about electric
"I originally had three bat- cars. I was like, 'I do not want
teries, the controller and the to hear this guy,' until gas went
motor," Dale said . "I then took up to $4.25 a gallon . Then I
those items out to [my friend) am going, ' Yeah, Bill. What do
and said , 'OK, here you go,
Andrew Richards c an be rea ched
man. Thi s is where it goes toat arichards@alestlelive.com or 6EJJgether. Figure it o ut."'
3527.
D ale said his fr iend did all
Follow Andrew @AndreRichards.
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Relay for Life does more
than raise money for cancer research and programs, according
to third-year pharmacy major
Laura Gleason, of Schaumburg,
who was diagnosed with cancer
in July 2011.
"It builds a sense of community," Gleason said. "It's about
knowing that you have all of
these supports behind you. I did
it three years ago in high school
when my friend had cancer. Even
though he couldn't participate, it
was still good seeing everyone
support him."
Accola said the best way he
knows how to deal with cancer is
to try to have fun, despite the
cancer.
"You have to have a good attitude or you are going to be
miserable," Accola said. "In
some ways, I'm glad it happened
to me. It made me realize life is
way too precious to waste time."
This Wednesday will be the
one-year anniversary that Accola
was diagnosed with brain cancer.
According to Hopper, there
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released after posting $150 bond.

An officer issued Katie L. Brokaw

3-18-12

a citation for speeding 44 mph in
a 25 mph zone on the Northwest
Entrance Road.
An officer issued Adriana Z. Leon
a citation for speeding 42 mph in
a 25 mph zone on South University D rive at University Park
Drive.

An officer res ponded to the Student Fitness Center regarding a
stolen laptop.

An officer issued Sabrina D . Fields
a citation for operation of an uninsured motor vehicle on South
University Drive at University
Park D rive.

An officer iss ued Elizabeth A.
Lass a citation for speeding 40
mph in a 2 5 mph zone on South
University Drive near U niversity
Park Drive.
Several offi cers res ponded to a
9 11 call from a student saying
his suitemate may have had alcohol poisoning. The student left
the room prior to the officers'
arrival and a search was done.
The ·student could not be locared, but was later located
sJ-eeping. The officer spoke to
the subject and told him to
come in to the p olice department during the daytime to hear
about his case .

March 26
4-8 p.m.

student activity cente,

An officer responded to Bluff Hall
to take a report of a stolen iPod,
which was possibly stolen in Peck
Hall.

3-17-12

An officer arrested Connor J.
Fitzsimmons for unlawful consumption of alcohol by a minor in
the Prairie Hall lot. He was transported to the police department
where he was processed and released with a notice to appear.

An officer arrested Benjamin
Leonard for unlawful consumption of alcohol by a minor after
seeing him vomiting out of a vehicle window. Leonard was transported to the police department
where he was processed and

An officer arrested Kyle Sullivan
for driving under the influence
of alcohol and possession of
drug paraphernalia. He was
taken to the police department
where. he was processed and released after posting $100 bond.
The arrest was the result of an
ambulance transport on March
16 to Anderson Hospital.

An officer issued Julia Dunaway
a citation for speeding 41 mph
in a 25 mph zone on South
University Drive at P2 Road.
An officer met with a subj ect
who found three bullets on the
ground by Bluff Hall volleyball
court. The bullets were brought
to the police department.
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(#ollawood *Tan
Monthly $25
8 visits $19.99
1 week $9.99
23 Junction Drive ste. A • Glen Corbon, IL 62034

(618)656-8266

Exclusively Vantinus Hair Salon
515 Lincoln Hwy. #5-6 • Fairview Heights, IL
2012 Style Collection Available
Color, Cuts, Relaxers, Weaves (Quick or Braid), Extensions
Very reasonable prices • Open 7 days
Courteous, Certified Professional At Your Service

· ~or the woman of high standards, unique style and taste
· Call Vantinus, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
(618) 624-8260 or (6.1 8) 203-2926

Vantinus Cosmetolo9y School
Student Tuition: $5,200 (kit & book included)
8-month complete cosmetology course• $100 registration fee
We offer cosmetology instructor courses, 500-1 ,000 hours • $500 off
STUDENT-SERVICES
ROLLER SETS ..... $15 • RELAXERS .. ... $25
SEW-INS .... .$60 • COLOR .... .$25 ' TWIST.. ... $25

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

To enroll,
Call Mr. Johnson
(618) 624-8260
(618) 203-2926

Vantinus Hair Restoration r, Treatment Centers
Stay in control of how others see you and.how you see yourself
We have a program and solution for every form of hair loss braids, weaves, stress, age, postpartum

for afree and private, 20 minute consultation abo~ut yourhair loss
Call (618) 589-3770 or (618) 203-2926
8:30 a .m . - 6 p.m ., Monday-Friday
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College of Arts and Sciences
Colloquium - March 27-28

t

Tbiakiag Aboat

Space
Tuesday, March 27 Continued

Tuesday March 27
9:30-10:30 a.m.
Global Spaces
MUC, Maple/Dogwood

7:30 p.m.
Keynote Speaker - Story Musgrave
MUC, Maple/Dogwood

9:30-11:30 a.m.
Cognitive Spaces
MUC, Hickory /Hackberry

9p.m.
Evening Astronomy Observation
MUC, South patio (After Keynote Speaker)

11 a.m.-Noon
Intertwinings
MU C, Maple/Dogwood
11 a.m.-Noon
Spatial Domains Among West Africa's Eda
MUC, Oak/Redbud
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Space Freedom of Movement and Israel's "Separation
Barrier": An Interactive Installation and Performance
Quad
12:30-1:30 p.m.
Human Exploration of Space
From Your Desktop
MUC, Hickory /Hackberry

Wednesday, March 28
9:50 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
East St. Louis History and Culture Tour
Tour bus to depart from flagpole in Hairpin
10-10:50 a.m.
How the Initial Spatial Location of Cluster-Ions Irradiated
with an Ultra-Intense X-ray Pulses Predicts Their Final
Kinetic Energy
MU C, Hickory /Hackberry
10:11:15 a.m.
A Hierarchical Examination of Space in Living Systems
MUC, Maple/Dogwood

12:30-2 p.m.
What Writers Write About When They Think About Space
MU c,·Maple/Dogwood

11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Space Freedom of Movement and Israel's "Separation
Ba~rier'': An Interactive Installation and Performance
Quad

2-3 p.m.
MicroSpaces
MUC, Oak/Redbud

Noon-1p.m.
Complimentary Human Spaces
MU C, Hickory /Hackberry

2-3:30 p.m.
1\rt and Space
MUC, Hickory/Hackberry

Noon-1:45 p.m.
Sacred Land: American Indian Cosmology and Sovereignty
MUC, Maple/Dogwood

2-3:30 p.m.
Using Digital Media to Re-shape Scholarly Space
MUC, Maple/Dogwood

2-3:15 p.m.
Sustainability and atural Spaces: SIUe and the
Surrounding Communities
MU C, Hickory /Hackberry

3:30-4:30 p.m.
Space: Our Past, Present and Future in
Space Exploration
MU C, Hickory/ Hackberry
3:30-4:30 p.m.
1 atural Spaces
t\Il'C, Oak/Redbud
3:30-4:45 p.m.
Concepts of Symmetry in Contemporary Science
MCC, Maple / Dogwood

I

2-4 p.m.
Co-creating the Potential Space in Art Therapy
MUC, Maple/Dogwood

I 6p.m.
The Massacre at Wounded Knee Creek
MUC, Maple/Dogwood
7:30 p.m.
Out of this World - SIUE and SIUC Orchestras
Dunham Hall

•
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Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Opinion Editor Lexi Cortes at
650-3524 or opinion@alestlelive.com.
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Staff Editorial· SNAP system sees abuse
There's nothing wrong with using food
stamps, if you need them that is. Those of
us who are working and attending college"
are aware of the overused excuse for
financial strife: "the declining economy."
Although the U.S. has indeed been
working to pull itself out of the economic
crisis as of late, there are still thousands who
struggle daily, juggling work, going to
college and, in some c-ases, raising children.
In a story for CBS Atlanta, Candice::
Leigh Helfand wrote, "The stigma of the
cash-strapped college student is nothing
new. The use of government aid in
amending the situation, however, is a more
recent phenomenon."
It's getting harder and harder for us to
find jobs out of college, and most of us will
have loans to begin paying off after
graduation.
Gas prices are on the rise, food and
other bills are 111creas111g and the
government isn't increasing minimum wage
fast enough to keep up with the cost of
living.

"I mean, I have no income, and I have
The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program provides individuals in need with bills to pay," Clayton told WDIV; local
necessary funding to bridge the gap between Mich. TV station. "I have two houses. I'm
being entirely broke with no money for food still struggling."
The idea that this woman bought
and being able to afford visiting the local
another house with lottery cash winnings
grocery store, like Aldis.
When the question arises of whether to and a new vehicle to boot, and still claims
pay the utility bill or buy groceries for the she is financially strained is just ridiculous.
Someone who has no income should have
coming days, the utility bill trumps.
The fact that there are countless who known better than to buy things she didn't
abuse the system, like Amanda Clayton, of need. It is individuals like Clayton that make
Lincoln Park, Mich., is not surprising, and qualifying for the SNAP program and other
is definitely not acceptable.
state funded benefits difficult.
According to The Daily Mail, based in
When people like her cheat the system,
London, Clayton won the state lottery in it can lead to the people really needing the
the amount of $1 million in early September help being left without it. This is what
of last year,' but after paying taxes and makes us angry. The SNAP program is great,
settling for the lump sum, she was left with but not when it is abused.
just over $500,000.
By allowing anyone who does not need
The Daily Mail also reported that the assistance to use food stamps, we arc
during this period Clayton was continuing teaching them that it is perfect!) acceptable
to collect her $200 a month in food stamps . to Ii Ye off the system, and it definitely is not.
This woman wins the lottery and
The Alestle can be reached at 6E,0-3528. Follow
continues to receive assistance while some of
@TheAlestle.
us have trouble paying our rent each month.

Spring brings nice weather, garbage in quad
Blooming trees, cool breeze and a warm
sun. It's been perfect for sitting outside and
enjoying good company - if you don't
mind the trash.
It seems as though the nice weather has
brought a nasty habit to the student
population lately. That, or
apparently it has become
cool to hang out in a
dump. The odd thing is

Jill Cook
Graduate Asst.
Writing Coach
uash students felt so
obliged to throw on the ground, no one
seemed all that ashamed or disappointed.
Students were still hanging out on the
Stratton Quadrangle, sitting right next to

half-empty soda bottles, candy wrappers,
paper plates and a whole bunch of other
crap. As if it weren't even there. Oblivious.
Or stupid. I like to think it was oblivious.
Neither is an excuse though, especially
considering there were garbage cans within
15 feet at the most.
I'm sorry to say, but we are all classified
as adults now. Being adults, we are now
starting to set examples for the generations
coming after us. The example the student
population at SIUE has set is "Who gives a
damn?"
Fine. If that's the example you want to
set, keep it at home then. Some of us do care
a little. Some of us are ashamed. We'd rather
not have to explain why it looks as if we
don't when it's actually just you who doesn't
care, who's not ashamed, who found it cool
to hang out around trash.

Live your life the way you want is what
I'm saying to you. But when I - and the
rest of us who are ashamed - have to walk
through the trash you create in your life to
get through our day, then your life has
gotten way too messy. Trash your backyard
if you want to hang out in trash.
It wasn't that you thought it was so cool
to throw your crap on the ground, but
rather the fact that you just sat in it. You sat
in the giant garbage can you helped create.
In front of the entire campus and whoever
might have visited, you sat in trash. And it
was OK to you. And that is what I find not
OK.
It's embarrassing.
Jill Cook can be reached at
jcook@alestlelive.com or 6E,0-3525. Follow Jill@
jifLcook.

What do you think of people abusing food stamps?

.

Answer our poll on www.alestlelive.com!

:

.

Questions or comments regarding this section? Contact Lifestyles Editor Ashley Seering
at 650-3531 or aseering@alestlelive.com.
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Whitney Houston .celebrated
in East St. Louis poetry
re a d ing
COURTNEY HILL
Alest/e Reporter

f

Just over a month after the
death oflegendary songstress Whitney Houston, local literary scholars
Joined together to commemorate
her life.
The free event, titled "Kwansabas for Whitney: Poetrees of Remembrance," was sponsored by the
Eugene B. Redmond Writers Club
and featured a selection of kwansabas by known Metro East poets,
which was followed by an open
verse reading and open mic session.
The kwansaba, developed in
1995 by Redmond and the writers
club, is a seven-line poem consisting of seven words per line, and
each word is restricted to seven letters or less.
Poets and fans of Houston
were also treated to a visual spectacle of photos, articles and personal
written works of the late artist
while her music was f>layed. Music
that Houston herself admired, including songs performed by Billie
Holiday, also lent to the event.
As a condition of the event,
EBR writers club members were
given less than a month to create
their kwansabas, and each poem
was critiqued for content. Susan
"Spit Fire" Lively, poet, photographer and writers club member, said
writing in the format was particularly challenging for her.
"I've been a member of the
writers club for three years, and at
first it was very difficuit for me because I tend to write very long
pieces," Lively said. "I tend to endline rhyme, while the kwansaba
stresses internal rhyme, so that was
a challenge for me. Even when I
talk normally, I talk in t:nd-line
rhymt:, but being in the club has
challenged me to become a better
writer and a better person."
Redmond, poet laureate of
East St. Louis and emerims professor of English at SIUE, said he felt
performing poetry for the late
singer, particularly in the kwansaba
format, was a special tribute that is
quite uncommon.
"This is unique . You expect

singers and musicians to do
memorial tributes ... but it's a
little unusual that writers
would do ont:," Redmond
said. "Whitnev was an artist
and a culmr;l stabilizer someone \\ho is so charismatic and magnetic that they
help hold the culture together
without being overly t:thnocentric. People\\ ithm the culture arc strengthened through
that person."
Many at the event felt
Houston;s life story was one
that should be told because of
her personal struggles. Darlene Roy, poet and president
of the writers club, said Houston's story should pa.rticularly
resonate with women.
"She's also an example of
what not to do, making life
choices that led her down a
wrong path'' Roy said. "I
think these are cautionary
tales for women and a~
example of triumph o
the other hand. We
needed to celebrate her
because she was one of
the most famous black
women in the world. She left
us too soon, and it is incumbent upon us to bring her
into our black poetic vernacular."
Lively agreed and said
Houston's impact on the
world will never subside.
"I think Whitney was a
very powerful figure with her
music and personality," Lively
said. "It's important to honor
people when they're gone, so the
people that may not have known a
lot about her can know more, and
the people that think they know a
lot about her can know more."

Courtney Hill can be reached at
chill@afestfelive.com or 650-3531.
Foffow Courtney@CHi/1824.

www.alesllelive.com
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'Beyond Therapy' prom'ises help, humor
SETO says months of Work pays off
LEXI CORTES
Alestle Opinion Editor

"Beyond Therapy," an upcoming performance by the Student
Experimental Theater
Organization, promises to show
there is a little crazy in everyone.
In his directorial debut, senior technical theater major Daniel
Janes, of Crystal Lake, said the
audience should expect a lot of
laughs along with some shocking
revelations of the human psyche.
"'Beyond Therapy' is a hilarious show," Janes said. "You'll
definitely get your money's
worth. It's a quality production
for $5, which is really cheap for a
live theater production."
Senior technical theater
major and light designer for "Beyond Therapy'' Nigel DeLuca, of
Collinsville, said the performance
could be interpreted as slightly
dark, but it is still bursting with
comic relief.
"It's interesting," DeLuca
said. "It's very chaotic. It's like a
therapy session gone really
wrong."
The perform ance involves a
complicated relationship between
two people, which is only made
more interesting as they interact
\\ ith their therapists, according to
senior theater performance major
Chey Pribel, of Chicago.
"There arc two people and
they meet on a blind date and it
go~s terribly," Pribel said. "They
end up throwing water at each
other and walking out. Then it's
about each of them going to their

therapists, who are even crazier
than they are. All of the therapist
scenes are hilarious."
Pribel, who plays one of the
lead roles in the performance,
said at times during the rehearsals
she would have trouble not
laughing.
'We have a lot of really funny
actors," Pribel said. "We have a
lot of improv-ers in the cast, so
every night somebody will do
something a little bit different."
As opening night approaches, Pribel said she is most

looking forward to the audience
reactions.
'We've had a few little audiences come see it so far, like our
crew and just other random people, it's not the same as when you
have a packed house," Pribel said.
"One person laughing will set off
everyone else. I'm excited to see
what parts we don't think are
funny that the audience finds
funny because it always happens
that way."
According to Janes, attending the plays on campus is impor-

tant because it is such a different
experience than other forms of
entertainment. He hopes to see a
full house of students and faculty
supporting the arts.
"Movies, you just sit there
and you watch them," Janes said.
"Whereas the play can really take
you into the world of the play because you're actually in the moment with the actors, and there's
some spontaneity that you can't
capture on film ."
Pribel said when students
come to performances, she and

Left to right: Jeff Bennett, of Belleville, Chey Pribel, of Chicago, and Ryan Wiechmann, of St. Louis, portray a tan gled love triangle in SETO's performace of "Beyond Therapy."
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Photo by Rebehka Blake/Alestle

the cast celebrate because they always say, "I'd rather have somebody spend their money on live
theater than going to see another
vampire movie."
"I go to sports games and
stuff," Pribel said. "I want people
to come support us, too. It's important because it is sort of dying
out. Theater isn't going to be
around forever. We take our history classes and we talk about
how that used to be the thing ...
Now it's like, 'What? A play? You
still do that?"'
According to Pribel, the actors received their scripts before
winter break and have been
working late most nights since.
After the last performance this
weekend, she said it will be bittersweet.
"It's a lot of hard work and it
pays off," Pribel said. "It's nice to
be able to go home after class,
though. It's nice to be like, 'Oh,
I can have a life now. I don't have
to be at school until midnight
everyday.' It is sad , though, because we've spent so much time
together working on it."
"Beyond T herapy" will take
place at 7:30 p.m. March 2 1-24
and at 2:00 p. m. March 25 in the
Metcalf Theater. Tickets arc on
sale for $5 at the Theater and
Dance box office or by call ing
618-650-2774 .

Lexi Cortes c an be reached at
acortes@alestlelive.com or 650-3531 .
Follow Lexi@lexi__ cortes.
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bright future
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ahead
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A unique way to
find new music

•
•
JAKE LUEBBERT
A/estle Reporter

If you've never heard of
Spotify, the streaming music
service that gives you access to
millions of songs on demand,
here is the best analogy: it's like
Netflix for music, with a little
social networking rolled in and
a seemingly endless library of
songs.
Spotify originated in Europe as a socially powered music
service that made its way to
America in July of 2011. The
service allows you to stream
tracks from its library directly to
your computer through a downloadable client that is somewhat
similar to iTuncs. Its large catalog comes from relationships
with large record labels like
EMI, Universal, Sony and

Warner Music Group.
Unlike Pandora, this gives
you the abilit y to listen to almost whatever you want at any
time and, unlike Grooveshark,
Spotify has the flexibility to let
you select, play and add entire
albums to your playlists. Spotify
will also import your local files
or your current iTunes library so
you can listen to your own
music and integrate your own
tracks into your playlists.
Spotify adds a unique social
twist to playlists. They can be
subscribed to by your friends or
made public for everyone to
find. You can also create collaborative playlists that can be
added to or edited by any of the
list's subscribers.
As of now, Spotify offers
three levels of subscriptions for
users. Anyone can sign up for an

Thursday, March 22, 2012

account with a free subscription.
For the first six months, you get
unlimited streaming of songs with the occasional ad - to a
desktop client, the ability. to
connect and share with friends
and to play local files. After six
months, the service limits you to
10 hours of streaming per
month with a five-play cap on
any track. However, for $4.99 a
month, you can remove those
limitations and listen ad-free.
For $9.99 a month, Spotify Premium gives you offline access to
your playlists and the ability to
use the Spotify mobile app (for
iOS 4 and Android) to its fullest
extent.
I've been a premium subscriber for two months now, and
it's well worth the money if you
think you might use the mo~ile
app often. For me, it allows me

,~i

Download the
St. Louis Public Radio
app through the app
store on your Android or
Apple devices.

~

St.Louis
PublicRad10
www .stlpubl1crad1o.org

to use my iPhone 4 to turn my
car stereo into a virtual jukebox
that has almost any song I might
want to hear, something especially great on long trips. Without a premium subscription,
however, you can still sync local
files to your mobile device simply by connecting it to the same
Wi-Fi network as your computer.
I used Spotify this way for
several months as a workaround
for Apple's limitation of syncing
iPhones to only one iTunes library. If I downloaded a new
album on my laptop but didn't
want to wait until I got home to
transfer it to my desktop and
then sync it to my phone, I
would just add it to Spotify,
open the app on my phone and
boom, there it is. And, unlike
iTuncs, all of your information is
stored in the cloud, so, when
you log into Spotify on a new
device, all of your playlists arc
ready and waiting for you.
Some other features of Spotifv include radio stations that
ha~,c unlimited skips and integration with social networks
such as Faccbook and Twitter to
not only make sharing music
easier, but also to sec what others are listening to. A fairly new
addition is Spotify Apps, which
arc apps integrated within the
Spotify platform that can add to
the experience . For example,
there is a mood finder app that
can help find music to parallel
your current mood or a Last.fm
app that can make personalized
recommendations based on the
music you play.
However, Spotify isn't quite
pcrfcc_t just yet and still suffers

from a few setbacks. For one
thing, the mobile app (at least
for iOS) does not support radio
stations and does not show popularity meters for songs when
searching for tracks in its current
form. However, the app has undergone steady improvement
since its launch.
Also, even though Spotify
supports many different music
file types such as MP3 and MP4,
any DRM-protected music
downloaded from iTunes cannot
be played by Spotify. It will,
however, try to match them to
an equivalent Spotify track. Despite having more than 20 million songs in its arsenal,
sometimes something you expect to find just is not there. I
discovered recently that popular
albums such as Adele's 21 and
Coldplay's Mylo Xyloto simply
are not available by choice of the
artists themselves. But again, if
vou have these files already, vou
~an add them locallv. lik~ {nv.
thing else.
According to VHl, Napster
founder and Spotify investor
Scan Parker feels that Spotif); at
its current pace, is set to "overtake iTunes in terms of the
amount of revenue we contri butc to the music labels in
under two years." I've disliked
the complexity and limitations
of iTuncs since its inception and,
if Spotify continues to improve
and reduce the number of occasional service errors it experiences, I wouldn't complain
about it taking the spotlight one
bit.
Jake Luebbert can be reached at
jfuebbert@alestlelive.com or 6503531 . Follow Jake@Jakeluebbert.

The Combined Orchestras of Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville and Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Ed Benyas, conductor Michael Mishra, conductor
Featuring David Kim, violinist and concertmaster of The Philadelphia Orchestra

Wednesday, March 28, 2012, 7:30 p.m.
Dunham Hall Theater, SIUE
Sponsored by Commerce Bank

The orchestras of both Southern Illinois University campuses will be
combined for one exciting evening. This concert will feature David Kim, a
native of Carbondale, Ill., who has been concertmaster of The Philadelphia
Orchestra since 1999. Mr. Kim's numerous solo engagements around the world
have included the orchestras of Dallas, Pittsburgh, Capetown, KBS (Korea)
and Moscow.
Free tickets for SIUE students!

Tickets can be purchased at:

-

St.Louis
"
PublicRadio
st.7 XWM \.I

Dunham Hall Fine Arts Box Office • Morris University Information Booth
.
618.650.5774 artsandissues.com

a Ito n

eastsaintlouis

edwardsville
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Combining
cultures
Dance ensemble makes
rare appearance
at Wildey
MANDY NEWSOME
Alestle Reporter

The Nrityagram Dance Ensemble has danced all arow1d the globe
and only graces America with its
presence a few times a year. One of
those few American performances
happened to be at the Wildey Theater last weekend.
Arts and Issues Assistant Director Grant Andree said he snagged
the Nrityagram Dance Ensemble
after a colleague told him about it.
"We choose at least one , and
this group is so well-rr,spected and
only come to America once a year
[to tour]," Andree said. 'We were
very lud.-y to have them."
The New York Times did a

CAB Presents~..

0 LATE NIGHTI

pressed w ith the performance.
"It was absolutely beautiful .
The hand movements are so precise," Carpenter said. "If they came
back, I would go again."
Carpenter said she was not familiar with Indian dancing before attending the performance.
''I looked to see what Arts and
Issues had to offer, and this seemed
fairly exotic and fresh," Carpenter
said.
Donna Ireland, assistant dean
of the School of Pharmacy, said the
show was something she had been
planning on attending for a while.
'When I first looked through
the Arts and Issues events, this one
called to me," Ireland said. ''I really
enjoy multi-cultural things."

WUN
AINI IPA.DB

Ma,c
INDOOR IRONMAN
SWIM 2 MILES, BIKE 11 L
TEAMS oF THREE oR 1No1v16uAL.swe1c'oi-:AE1
FREE TO COMPETE• REGISTERAT SFC FRONT DESK

COUGAR WORLD GAMES

MARCH 26 • 4PM-8PM

SPORTS & RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD
CELEBRATE DIVERSITY, UNDERSTANDING, AND ACCEPTANCE!
OPEN TO ALL • STUDENT ACTIVITY CENTER
spread on the dance company last
week. According to Lynne Fernandez, the company's executive directo r, one of the reasons the company
stands o ut is because they are o ne of
the oldest companies in India.
"We ha\'e a connectedness in
our company that not a lot of others
haYc," Fernandez said. "Some of the
girls haYc liYcd together as long as 18
,·ears."
The dance company tics together the classical Indian d<mee st\'lc
Odissi with the more mod~rn
KandY<m stvlc. Odissi stvle inrnlYcs
the d:U1eers· giving the illmion of a
staruc coming to life with lots of isolated movements while the movements in Kandvan dance often
imitate animal m~vements. A band
of musicians and singers accompanied the fluttering gestures and intricate movements to give a fully
traditional Indian performance.
Some crowd members, such as
Adele Carpenter, were very im-

Andree said that having
Nrityagram Ensemble perform
would be educational for the com-

mrmity.
"It really broadens horiwns, especially since it is dance," Andree
said . "Not a lot of people arc familiar
with some of the exotic dance
forms."
Andree said this is one of two
Arts and Issues e\'ents that have been
off cm1ptL\.
"We needed ,1 stage and it just
\\'orked very well that the Wildey
was available," Andree said.
Junior psychology major Whitney D ominguez, of Collinsville, said
she attended because of her Indian
friend.
"I had seen a few Bollywood
movies before, but I hadn't seem
anything like this," Dominguez said.
Mandy Newsome can be reached
at mnewsome@alestlelive.com or
650-3531. Follow Mandy@mandydaduchess.

Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Sports Editor John Layton at
650-3 524 or sports@alestlelive.com
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l• BI Women finish
Baseball

Austin Peay
Mo re hea d State
Murra y State
SIUE *
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
Southeast Missouri
Jacksonville State
UT Martin

11 -9
11- 10
11-10
9-1 0
8-12
7-11
7-12
7-15
5-1 3
5-15

(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)
(0-0)

Mar. 20 results

Murray State l l, Mid -Continent 1
Indiana 5, Eastern Kentucky 1
Eastern Illi nois 5, S. Illinois 1
Morehead State 12, Berea l 0
UT Martin 10, Christian Brothers l
Missouri State 8, SE Missouri l
Middle Tennessee 3, Tenn . Tech l
Austin Peay 12, Lipscomb 7
Mar. 19 results
J'ville State 6, Northwestern 5
Schedule for Mar. 23

J' ville State at Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay at SE Missouri
Morehead State at Murray State
Tennessee Tec h at UT Martin
Eastern Illinois at SIUE
Schedule for Mar. 24
Eastern Illinois at SIUE

J' ville State at Easte rn Ke nt ucky
Austin Peay a t SE Missouri
Tennessee Tech at UT Martin
Morehead State at Murray State

historic season
with loss in WBI
GABRIEL SIMPSON
Alestle Reporter

This was a historic season for
the SIUE women's basketball
team. The Cougars played their
first full season in the Ohio Valley
conference
and
made
the
postseason for the first time in
school history on the Division I
level. They finished the season
with a 20-13 record overall and
third in the OVC with a 12-4
record.
According to Head Coach
Amanda Levens, it was important
for the teams to get off to a good
start and gain momentum heading
into a new conference.
"I wanted us to play well early
on before the conference schedule,
and I think we did that," Levens
said. "We had a very solid

preseason, and it carried over to
the conference year.
The Cougars were happy to
finally be in a stable conference,
Levens said.
'We were excited about the
consistency that it gave our
schedule and that we got to play
people twice a year," Levens said.
''You got a feel for teams, and the
second time around you would
just have to make adjustments."
According to junior forward
Raven Berry, the team was ready to
prove to the conference they could
play.
'We wanted to leave our mark
and show that we belong in the

-M V
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+&
come
to
SIUE,
expect ...____________________~ - - - - - - - - - - Senior guard Melia Duncan takes a shot in a loss to Wright State March 15,
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which ended SIUE's season.

I Photo by Andrew Rathnow / Alestle.

Softball

=

UT Martin
Jacksonville State
Murray State
Eastern Ke ntucky
So utheast Missouri
Tennessee Tec h
Eastern Illinois
SIUE *
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Tennessee State

16-10
10-14
9-6
9-14
10- 15
9- 15
10-10
10-1 6
7-13
7-1 3
7-14

(6-0)
(5-1)
(4-2)
(2-1)
(3-3)
(3-3)
(2-3)

(2 -4)
(1-4)
(1-5)
(0-3)

Mar. 1-8 results

Eastern Ken tucky 4, SE Missouri 2
SIUE 4, Austin Peay 3

J'ville State 6, Murray State O
UT Martin 6, Tennessee Tech O
Austin Peay 4, SIUE 2

Merc er 6, Te nnessee State 5
UT Martin 3, Tennessee Tech 1
Schedule for Mar. 21

E. Kentucky a t Morehead St. (DH)
Murray State at Arkansas-Pine Bluff
E. Kentuc ky at Mo rehead St . (DH)
J' ville State at Te nnessee Tech (DH)
SE Missouri at UT Martin (D H)
SIUE at Eastern Illinois (DH)

J' ville State at Tennessee Tec h (DH)
Austin Peay at Tennessee St. (DH)
SE Missouri at UT Martin (DH)
SIUE at Eastern Illinois (DH)

Austin Peay a t Te nnessee St. (D H)

* SIUE is not eligible for postseason
SIUE Athletics
Upcoming events
Mar. 23
Mar. 24
Mar. 24
Mar. 24
Mar. 24
Mar. 24
Mar. 25
. Mar. 25
Mar. 25
Mar. 25
Mar. 25

BB vs. E. Illino is
BB vs. E. Illinois
SB vs. SE Missouri
SB vs. SE Missouri
MTN vs. Tenn. St.
WTN vs. Tenn . St.
BB vs. E. Illinois
SB vs. SE Missouri
MTN vs. J'ville St.
WfN vs. J'ville St.

6 p .m .
1 p .m.
1 p .m.
3p .m .
11 a. m .
11 a.m.
1 p. m .
l p. m.
ll a .m.
ll a .m .

WGLF

at Saluki Classic

All Day

Freshman Alex McDavid takes a cut Sunday against Austin Peay. McDavid got the Cougars started with an RBI single, and SIUE eventually won the
game 4-3. Head Coach Sandy Montgomery said the team Is improving: 'We have underachieved a bit...'

I Photo by Rhys Murray/Alestle.

Softball takes series from Austin Peay
taking a 2-0 lead behind an RBI
single by freshman infielder Alex
McDavid and ~ophomore shortstop
The SIUE softball team had its . Chelsea Yankolovich. Austin Peay
first home series of the season this came back to tie the game in the
past weekend as they beat Austin sixth, but senior first baseman
Peay two out of'three games. The Whitney Davis had the gameCougars are now 10-16 overall and winning run in the bottom of the
2-4 in the Ohio Valley Conference. sixth as she scored from second on
The Cougars beat Austin Peay an error by Austin Peay pitcher
(7-1 3 overall, 2-4 OVC) 6-1 on Morgan Brewer.
Saturday and 4-3 on Sunday, but
The Cougars dropped the next
lost a 4-2 decision in the late game garrie 4-2 after blowing a two-run
Sunday night.
lead.
Montgomery
was
Head
Coach
Sandy disappointed the team did not finish
Montgomery liked the way her the weekend sweep.
team· came to play in the earlier
'We didn't" really finish the
game on Sunday.
series the way I wanted to,"
''I thought we came out well in Montgomery said. 'We had some
the first gan1e," Montgomery said. miscues, but we made some
'We responded after getting down progress and got a few conference
and came back to win it."
wins."
During Sunday's first game, ;
According to Montgomery, the
the Cougars got off to a fast start Cougars made costly mistakes at the
GABRIEL SIMPSON
Alestle Reporter
------

wrong times.
_ ''You have got to make plays
when they present themselves in
tough situations," Montgomery
said. 'W e just dictn't do that in the
last game of the series."
Junior
pitcher
Amanda
Lambrecht
won
her
third
consecutive game in the early game
Sunday and is now 7-6 on the
season. Lambrecht posted seven
strikeouts in the win.
'We had good pitching
performance out of Amanda
Lambrecht," Montgomery said.
"She had a very good showing."
Montgomery said as the
Cougars' season moves along, the
tean1 needs to work on tl1e small
things in order to get better.
'We need to work on our
offensive strategy and make sure
that we are executing when we have
runners in scoring positions,"

Montgomery said. 'We need to get
better in pressure situations and
make the right decisions and come
up with the big plays that win the
game."
According to Montgomery, the
Cougars are getting better and need
to play at a higher level.
''I see that we are moving
forward and making progress and
hopefully we can continue to do
that," Montgomery said. 'We have
underachieved a bit and have not
really played at the potential that I
think that we are capable of We will
continue to strive for that and hope
to get back on track Thursday."
Up next, tl1e Cougars will be
on the road for a double-header
against Southeastern Missouri,
starting at 1 p.m. Saturday.
Gabriel Simpson can be reached at
gsimpson@alestlelive.com or 6503524. Follow Gabriel@GSimp86.
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competition."
Already finding success in the
OVC was freshman guard Katie
Hempen, who won the OVC
Freshman of the Year award.
According
to . Hempen,
winning the award proves the
team has the talent to play with
anyone.
"It's a great award, but I never
could have done that without my
coaches and teammates," Hempen
said. "All the work we put in every
day in practice honestly shows in
every game we play. It shows what
we can do when we focus and
practice hard."

conference success into the first DI postseason berth in school
history. The Cougars were seeded
fourth in the Women's Basketball
Invitational and lost in the first
round to fifth-seeded Wright State.
Despite the early exit from the
tournament, Levens said making
history is something the Cougars
will always remember.
''We were so excited to play in
it. We wish we were abie to
continue on in the tournament,"
Levens said. "As time passes, we
will be able to look back and see
what an accomplishment it was."
According to Berry, making
the postseason only motivates the
team to work harder in the future.
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This is a solid conference and
there was no easy opponent.
There was no team that was
ever a sure win ...

Realize Your Drean1s
SPARTAN HEALTH SCIENCES UNIVERSITY

Amanda Levens

The Spartan Advantage

Women's basketball Head Coach
.t

Levens was pleased with how
her team performed in the OVC,
finishing in the top three.
"For our first year, I think we
did a pretty good job," Levens
said. "This is a solid conference,
and there was no easy opponent.
There was no team that was ~ver a
sure win."
After two conference home
losses earlier in the season Levens
said the team had to find out what
they were all about.
"After we lost to Morehead
State and Murray State at home,
we had to have a big time gut
check for our team," Levens said.
"Our team responded by winning
the rest of our conference games."
According to Berry, the losses
made the team communicate their
goals for the rest of the season.
"As a team, we had a meeting
about it and said 'This is the last
time we are going to lose a gan1e
to a team that is not better than
us,"' Berry said. "From there, we
had tl1e mindset to hit the court
with 100 percent and don't let
up."
With a renewed focus, the
Cougars were able to parlay their

"It gives us something to look
forward to and work for next
season," Berry said. ''We know
what it feels like to make it, so I
believe everyone is going to work
even harder and get better for next
year."
Levens said this year's
freshman class made a big impact
on the team and will be expected
to step it up for next season.
"All season long [freshman
guard Ticrny Austin] and Katie
[Hempen] played a lot of minutes
for us as freshman," Levens said.
"They got better every game, and
their experience this year will be
valuable next year as returners."
While not satisfied with this
season's success, Hempen, like
Berry, is already thinking about
ways to get better for next season.
"We are already thinking
about next year. We are going to
be working twice as hard because
we know how it feels to lose in the
first round," Hempen said.
"Hopefully, next year we will be
making more history."
Gabriel Simpson can be reached at
gsimpson@alestlelive.com or 6503524. Follow Gabriel@GSimp86.

Located in the beautiful island of St.Lucia in the heart of Caribbean
✓

Successfully training students to become competent, dedicated
physicians for over 30 years
./ Offers MD degrees through a 4 year program
.t

Long standing rotation programs in the US

Same Curriculum as US medical school
.t

High acceptance rate into residency programs at
major US hospitals
.t

Stal.es that Spartan Graduates have been
licensed to p1·actice in the USA

Over 1700 practicing physicians across 25
countries
./ Low affordable tutions

Ph: (718) 456 6446 (NY)
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Ph: (575) 589 1372 (NM)

Visit us at www.spartanmed.org
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Ph: (718) 841 7660 (St.Lucia)
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HELP WANTED

AlESTLE

Earn $1 ,000-$3,200 a month to drive
our brand new cars with ads.
www.CarDriveAds.com

CLASSIFIEDS
GIV YOU MORE!
Place your classified ad at atime
convenient for you using our
easy, secure online interface at
alestlelive.com/classifieds
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES:
10 word minimum tor all ads.

Local moving company looking to
hire part-time and full-time help.
Please call 618.233.3130.

FOR RENT

20 cents aword 1-2 insertions, per insertion
19 cents aword 3-4 insertions, per insertion
18 cents aword 5-19 insertions, per insertion
17 cents aword 20+ insertions, per insertion

Live Better For Less!
Move off campus. 15 minutes to
SIUE and St. Louis. Quiet 2BR, 1.5
BA Townhome; W/D in unit; Water,
Sewer and Trash included. No Pets.
No Smoking. On site mgmt/maint.
$650 mo. 618.931.4700
www.fairway-estates.net

Print Extras:
All bold, additional $5
Web Extras Vary
Please schedule your ad carefully as
we cannot offer refunds. Corrections
must be noted by on the first day
the ad appears in the newspaper.
Deadlines:
By noon Monday for Tuesday issue
By noon Wednesday for.Thursday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com

2 Roommates Wanted
2 Female roommates wanted to live
in 5-bedroom house with 3 other
females. ALL utilities, cable &
Internet included. Pool in yard with
privacy fence; 10 minutes from SIUE.
$400/month + $400/security deposit.
Call Jackie at 314.487.0237
Email rkutter@earthlink.net

Alestle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

The "It's Only Another Beer''
Black and Tan
8 oz.pilsner lager
8 oz. stout lager
1 frosty mug
1 icy road
1 pick-up truck
1 10-hour day
1 tired worker
A few rounds with the guys
Mix ingredients
Add 1 totalled vehicle.
Never underestimate 'just a few.'
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.

Los Angeles Times Daily _Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Honda Insight,
e.g.
7 Like some mus.
keys
10 Bale filler
132000s New
Hampshire
senator John
14 Be up against
16Rothof
"lnglourious
Basterds"
17 Where pros play
19 Vital statistic
20 Actress Kudrow
21 Word with the 57Across in 10Down
23 Woolen caps
26 "This American
Life" host Glass
28 Like some
silverware
29 Prefix with meter
30 Lists of priors
32 Man of the cloth
34Mean mutt
35 She , at sea
38 En route to the
mechanic
39 Permit
40 Twangy guitarist
Eddy
41 Word with the 57Across in 25Down
42 In great shape
43 Spot on a horse
44 Signed up
47 Hear here
48Wish
50 Cleveland pro, for
short
51 Dreyer's brand,
· , east of the
' Rockies
! f 01ympics •
participant
54 Far from.fatty
56 Actress Charlotte
57 Night sky feature,
and hint to a fourletter sequence
hidden in 17Across and 1O,ind 25-Down
62 Short, for short
63 Dry run
64 Peter of "My
Favorite Year"

65100%
66 Dallas opening?
67Stout
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DOWN
1 Dallas closing?
2 Trophy, often
3 "Dear Yoko"
dedicatee
4Homeperm
features
5 One opposed
6 Word with the 57Across in 17Across
7 Scratch
8 Ill-fated brother
9 Gin flavoring
10 Like most
valentines
11 Aquarium gunk
12 Right-of-way sign
15 Put on ice
18 Org. promoted by
Betty White
22 Relishes, as •
gossip
23 Talking point
24 Hersey's bell
town
25Ammofora
simple cannon
27 Buddhist monk,
e.g.
30 Steinbeck's
"Cannery_"
31 Marching syllable
33 It shines on the
Seine
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36 Cabinet design
feature
3? _ of the realm:
noblemen
39 Lucy of "Ally
McBeal"
40Pa
42St~wed
43 Work on
45 Aquafresh rival
46 Locker room
supply
48 Alfalfa's sweetie

fifm

49 Net sales?
51 Belgian avantgarde painter
James
53 Facility
55 Mercury or
Saturn, e.g.
58 GPS offering
59 One of the small

fr;y
60 Bent piece
61 Juan Carlos, to
his subjects
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